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By Jim Benton

Scholastic US, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 190 x 127 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. The hilarious and bestselling series from Jim Benton continues! Jamie,
Isabella, and Angeline have known each other for a long time. They ve even become friends --
whether Jamie likes it or not. But when the trio starts a friendly competition, all bets are off. The
loser will be treated to a game of Dare or Worse Dare. with Isabella. (And Jamie s pretty sure that s
like having a banana-peeling contest with a starving monkey. The monkey always wins.) What could
go wrong? Probably everything. And it s probably all that blondwad Angeline s fault. Probably.
Jamie still has no idea that anyone is reading her diary, so please, please, please don t tell her. And
definitely don t tell her that she s the star of her very own Dear Dumb Diary movie, available on DVD.
(Her glamorous ego might not be able to handle it.) ----------- EXCERPT: Dear Dumb Diary, Isabella
and I had one of those days where you spend four hours trying to come up with something to do,
and then by the time you do,...
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ReviewsReviews

This pdf will never be straightforward to begin on looking at but really entertaining to read through. I really could comprehended everything out of this
composed e pdf. I am just very easily could possibly get a enjoyment of looking at a composed ebook.
-- Dr. Mallory Bashirian Sr.-- Dr. Mallory Bashirian Sr.

This ebook is great. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I am just easily will get a satisfaction of reading through a composed
pdf.
-- Brendan Doyle-- Brendan Doyle
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